
{p7} Plastic Patterns                                                      
Due at the END of surface studio on Monday {3.31} + Tuesday {4.1}

Challenge:
Create ONE 24” x 36” well designed and well crafted plastic form that 
demonstrates a variety of fusing techniques, by building, layering and fusing 
plastic. Using a variety of plastic materials, including colored table cloths, 
bubble wraps, plastic drop cloths of varying thickness {3mil, 5mil, 6mil, ect.} 
to create an interesting form, that utilizes thoughtful use of the elements & 
principles of design.
 
Objectives:
- This imagined form can NOT be realist, but instead must be abstracted 
and/or non-representational.
- Construct the plastic surface through repetition, rhythm and pattern.
- Demonstrate a variety of methods of manipulating the plastic {folding, 
pleating, weaving, straight and rounded corners and layering}
- This 24”x26” plastic needs to have at least THREE appendages {plastic 
aspects that are fused and attached to extend off of the flat surface}.
- At least ONE component needs to be able to fill with air {straw/breathe}
- Gain valuable fusing using irons, flat irons and soldering irons {with wax or 
foil as a heat barrier} to create an interesting layered form that explores 
pattern and the material possibility of plastic.
- The surface can NOT be painted/drawn on. The only materials used are 
plastic.

Materials: Visual Journal & Digital Journal {research landing zone} 
Plastic of all varieties, heating elements, wax paper, foil. Consider using 
sewing patterns or tracing objects to create new and abstracted forms. 

Grade Evaluation: 
Craftsmanship{fusing skills} 
Design{patterns} 
Project Guidelines followed {ALL of them}
Ambition + Creativity 

DUE: 
The END of surface studio on M: {3.31} + T: {4.1}

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History}

surface        

S T U D I O
Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are? 

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                                                               
assemblage                                      
attachment                                   
additive                                                                                
appendages

balance                                       
composition                                   
concept/content                                              
collage                                
craftsmanship                                       
contour                                             
corners {flat vs. rounded}                                                    
fusing plastic                                             
density                                                  
elevation                                     
economy                                                  
gravity                                                
harmony                                            
implied line/implied shape                                                                 
negative/positive space                                      
pattern                                              
plane                                                  
transparency                                              
repetition                                               
rhythm                                                      
scale                                                   
sampling                                            
tension                                                                                                 
texture                                                
visual communication 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead

shsuWASH.com


